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In Shakespeare's Henry IV, Henry Percy, better known as Hotspur, complains to Mortimer about their co-conspirator, Owen Glendower:

Sometimes he angers me  
With telling me of the moldwarp and the ant  
Of the dreamer Merlin and his prophecies ...  
And such a deal of skimble skamble stuff.

*Henry IV Part I*, III.1.143–49

For Hotspur, Merlin's prophecies are hogwash, inseparable both from Owen's pretensions and from his superstitious Welshness. In the context of Shakespeare's play, they are also, quite simply, false: for all that he boasts of omens, of “fiery shapes / of burning cressets” and earthquakes at his birth, Owen Glendower did not prove to be the long-awaited king who would restore the independence of the Welsh. He escaped the fate of Percy, whose head would hang on London Bridge as witness to his treachery, but only to fade out of history, his date and place of death unknown.1 Shakespeare's mockery of the *Prophetiae Merlini*, however, only testifies to the extraordinary tenacity of their hold upon the British imagination, some three and a half centuries after they were composed by Geoffrey of Monmouth. In the intervening centuries, the prophecies had taken on a life of their own, circulating independently of the *De gestis Britonum*2 and revised and reimagined for every possible purpose in England, Wales, and beyond. Many of Geoffrey's contemporaries and successors believed in the prophecies, or wanted to, either as revealed truth or as useful political tools, and much critical energy has been devoted to unmasking such Galfridian curiosities as the boar of trade, the old man in white on

---


2 According to Julia Crick, no fewer than 76 independent manuscripts of the *PM* exist; see Crick, SC, pp. 330–32.
the snow-white horse, or the city-building hedgehog. In the pages that follow, I argue that such attempts are largely futile (though they would no doubt have delighted Geoffrey); rather, given the always dubious status of Geoffrey’s sources, the function of the *PM* is literary as much as it is political. As Lesley Coote points out, “prophecy is not a genre but a discourse” with the capacity to operate independently of the intent of its author or the desires of its readers. Not only does the *DGB* as a whole manifest considerable anxiety about the reliability of prophecy, but the primary operation of prophecy within a text that purports to be history is to create a complex narrative temporality which claims access to past, present, and future. In the creation of such a temporality, Geoffrey is perhaps closer to his great inspiration, Virgil, than to any of his contemporaries.

Medieval prophecy was rooted in both pagan and Judeo-Christian traditions. From the classical tradition, medieval authors adopted the all-knowledge Sibyl from the sixth book of Virgil’s *Aeneid*; like Virgil himself, who was believed to have predicted the advent of Christ in the fourth *Eclogue*, the Sibyl became an example of pagan prophecy predicting Christian truth. The Bible provided not only the examples of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, Ezekiel and the so-called minor prophets, but was understood to be inherently prophetic in the sense that the Old Testament predicted the New and the New looked forward to the end of times and the establishment of the kingdom of God on earth. The single most important prophetic text of the Middle Ages was the Revelation of John, which, in the later half of the 12th century, would be enthusiastically channeled by the works of Hildegard of Bingen and Joachim of Fiore. Apocalyptic prophecy always had a political element to it – Joachim himself identified a panoply of antichrists past and present, from Herod and Nero to Saladin – but its primary focus was eschatological: it looked beyond this world and into the next. Geoffrey of Monmouth’s prophecies differ in that they are secular rather than religious; while he may draw images from Revelation and other religious texts, his *PM* stand at the beginning of what Rupert Taylor, in 1911, identified as a tradition of primarily political prophecy in England.

---

3 *DGB*, Prophetiae 115.129, 115.108–09, 116.172, respectively.
5 See Paul Russell’s chapter in this volume.
Geoffrey identifies the PM, which comprise Book VII of the DGB,9 as a digression from the central narrative, one imposed upon him by an eager public. In the middle of his account of the reign of the usurper Vortigern, he inserts the following statement: “Before I had reached this point in my history, news of Merlin spread and I was being pressed to publish his prophecies by all my contemporaries, and particularly by Alexander bishop of Lincoln, a man of the greatest piety and wisdom.”10 As in the case of the DGB itself, Geoffrey here claims to be translating the prophecies from a language unknown to Alexander (ignotum tibi ... sermonum, “a tongue ... unknown to you”).11 The impression he creates is that the scholarly community was in an uproar about the PM, inaccessible to the Latinate but French- and English-speaking scholars of Oxford and Lincoln, and that Geoffrey therefore paused in his endeavors at the very moment when he should have been continuing the story of Vortigern to make a quick translation for their sake, which he drops into the larger narrative as the PM.

In fact, we know that the PM were already in circulation several years before Geoffrey completed the DGB. Orderic Vitalis, an English-born monk at work upon his own history, the Ecclesiastical History, at Saint-Évroul in Normandy, saw a copy of it before the end of 1135.12 Orderic had brought his account up to his own days, describing the death of Robert Curthose, eldest son of William the Conqueror and deposed duke of Normandy. Evidently inspired to think of prophecy by Robert’s prescient dream of the death of his son, Orderic followed that event with a summary of “the prophecy of Ambrosius Merlin, which he uttered in the time of Vortigern, king of Britain”.13 The DGB was not yet in circulation at the time, and Orderic’s citation, which is often word for

---

9 In Reeve’s edition, they are titled Prophetiae Merlini rather than Book VII, reflecting the original independent circulation of the prophecies.

10 DGB, Prologus in Prophetias Merlini 109.1–4: “Nondum autem ad hunc locum historiae perueram cum de Merlino divulgato rumore compellebant me undique contemporanei mei prophetias ipsius edere, maxime autem Alexander Lincolniensis episcopus, vir summae religionis et prudentiae.” Translations are Wright’s unless otherwise noted. See M.A. Faletra, “Merlin in Cornwall: The Source and Contexts of John of Cornwall’s Prophetia Merlini”, JEGP 111:3 (2012), 303–38, at p. 312 for the argument that there was a pre-existing prophecy in a form of Old Cornish dating to 1070–1130. Faletra argues that John of Cornwall (who knew Cornish) certainly drew upon this in his “rich and overtly critical response” (p. 305) to the DGB, and that Geoffrey (who probably did not know Cornish) may also have been aware of it. See also M.J. Curley, “A New Edition of John of Cornwall’s Prophetia Merlini”, Speculum 57:2 (1982), 217–49.

11 DGB, Prophetiae 110.15.

12 See Jaakko Tahkokallio’s chapter in this volume.
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word, must thus derive from Geoffrey’s earlier, independent *PM*. Orderic’s own comment, toward the end of his summary, implies also that the work was not easily available; he writes that he has “taken this short extract from the book of Merlin, and ... provided a very small sample of it for scholars to whom it has not been divulged”\(^{15}\). How exactly the *PM* came into his hands is unclear, but evidently he sees himself as having had rare and privileged access – thus his emphasis on other scholars who have not been so fortunate. The diminutive *libellus* also makes it plain that what he saw cannot have been the *DGB* as a whole, since it could by no stretch of the imagination be described as a “little book”.

Orderic’s evidence makes nonsense of Geoffrey’s claim that he had to put aside the longer work in order to translate the prophecies in a white heat, but it gives us little insight into the sources upon which Geoffrey may have drawn. Was Merlin indeed already a well-known figure in the early 12th century? Were rumors about him spreading? As early as 1928, James Douglas Bruce pointed out that “Merlin owes his fortune in the history of fiction and popular tradition to Geoffrey of Monmouth. He is virtually the creation of Geoffrey.”\(^{16}\) More recently, O.J. Padel has asserted that “in Merlin’s case there is no doubt but that it was Geoffrey who launched him on his international literary career.”\(^{17}\) The figure of Merlin that Geoffrey creates is a composite, partly inspired by the boy-prophet Ambrosius from the *Historia Brittonum* (mid-9th century\(^{18}\)), and

---

\(^{14}\) Reeve suggests that the *PM* functioned as a sort of “trailer” for the *DGB*; *DGB*, p. viii. See also Curley, “A New Edition”, pp. 219–220; C.D. Eckhardt, “The Date of the *Prophetia Merlini* Commentary in MSS Cotton Claudius BVII and Bibliothèque Nationale Fonds Latin 6233”, *Notes and Queries*, new series, 23 (1976), 146–47, at p. 146; J. Crick, “Geoffrey and the Prophetic Tradition”, in S. Echard (ed.), *The Arthur of Medieval Latin Literature: The Development and Dissemination of the Arthurian Legend in Medieval Latin* (Arthurian Literature of the Middle Ages, 6), Cardiff, 2011, pp. 67–82. For the possibility that the *PM* was circulating in some form as early as the 1120s, see B. Meehan, “Geoffrey of Monmouth, *Prophecies of Merlin*: New Manuscript Evidence”, *BBCS* 28:1 (1978–80), 37–46.

\(^{15}\) Orderic Vitalis, *Ecclesiastical History* xii.47.493, ed. and trans. Chibnall, vol. 6, p. 386: “Hanc lectiunculam de Merlini libello excerpsi et studiosis quibus ipse propalatus non est quantulamcumque stillam propinavi.”


\(^{18}\) The *Historia Brittonum* has been securely dated to 829/30: B. Guy, “The Origins of the Compilation of Welsh Historical Texts in Harley 3859”, *Studia Celtica* 49 (2015), 21–56.
partly by the bardic Myrddin of Welsh tradition, who appears in the 10th-century *Armes Prydein Vawr* (“The Great Prophecy of Britain”).

Ambrosius’s appearance in the *Historia Brittonum* is brief; a mysterious boy without a father (although, in typically Nennian contradictory fashion, the author later claims that his father was a Roman consul), he prophesies and then interprets the combat between two dragons, one red and one white, who are preventing the construction of King Vortigern’s tower, explaining that the red dragon represents the British and the white the Saxons. Ambrosius predicts that the British will eventually drive the Saxons out of Britain, a prophecy that would become known throughout Welsh literary history as the “Omen of the Dragons” because of the ominous words pronounced by Geoffrey’s Merlin Ambrosius, *Vae rubeo draconi*, “Alas for the red dragon”. After this episode, which Geoffrey will expand in Book VII of the *DGB*, he disappears from the narrative.

The Welsh sources Geoffrey may have used in creating Merlin are much less clear. Four poems from the Black Book of Carmarthen (*Llyfr du Caerfyrddin*, Aberystwyth, National Library of Wales, Peniarth 1), copied around 1250, are attributed to Myrddin, who is imagined as a 6th-century bard; one, *Ymddiddan Myrddin a Thaliesin* (“The Conversation of Myrddin and Taliesin”), actually names him. These poems may have been in circulation in some form when


20 *DGB*, Prophetiae 112.34. See, for instance, the Welsh prose text *Lludd and Llefelys* (dating is problematic; a fragment appears in the White Book of Rhydderch c.1350, but the tale is also incorporated into a Welsh translation of the *DGB* in Aberystwyth, National Library of Wales, Llanstephan 1 in the mid-13th century); see D. Huws, *Medieval Welsh Manuscripts*, Aberystwyth, 2003, p. 58 and *Cyfranc Lludd and Llefelys*, ed. B.F. Roberts (Mediaeval and Modern Welsh Series, 7), Dublin, 1975. The story is the origin of the Welsh flag, a red dragon on a green and white ground, which was flown by Henry Tudor before his accession as Henry VII. On Henry as the *mab darogan*, “son of prophecy”, see A.L. Jones, *Darogan: Prophecy, Lament and Absent Heroes in Medieval Welsh Literature*, Cardiff, 2013, p. 3.

Geoffrey was writing.22 The Red Book of Hergest (Llyfr Coch Hergest, Oxford, Jesus College, 11), a collection dated to shortly after 1382,23 contains three more poems associated with Myrddin, Cyfoesi Myrddin a Gwenddydd ei Chwaer (“The Prophecy of Myrddin and Gwenddydd his Sister”), Gwasgargerdd Fyrddin yn y Bedd (“The Diffused/Scattered Poem of Myrddin in the Grave”), and Peirian Faban (“Commanding Youth”).24 These poems allow for a “feasible reconstruction” of Myrddin as an exemplar of the Wild Man of the Woods, a folkloric motif at least as old as the biblical Nebuchadnezzar, according to A.O.H. Jarman.25

The dating of all of these texts, however, is problematic; nor is it clear how much of the Welsh material was familiar to Geoffrey when he was composing the PM, although Ben Guy argues, in an essay in this volume, that Geoffrey may have known most of them even as he was composing the DGB.26 Certainly, when he came to write the VM a decade or so later, he drew on traditions concerning a mad prophet who lived in the woods. Geoffrey seems to have seen no contradiction between this figure and the magician of the DGB; the Merlin of the VM refers to his prophecy before Vortigern.27 Gerald of Wales, however, whose suspicions about Merlin were profound, categorically denies that they can have been one and the same: “There were two Merlins. The one called Ambrosius, who thus had two names, prophesied when Vortigern was king ... The second Merlin came from Scotland ... He went mad ... and fled to

22 See N. Tolstoy, “Geoffrey of Monmouth and the Merlin Legend”, AL 25 (2008), 1–42, at pp. 2–3 for a summary of the debate around Geoffrey’s access to these materials.
26 See Ben Guy’s contribution to this volume, pp. 62–65.
the wood where he passed the remainder of his life as a wild man of the woods. This second Merlin lived in the time of Arthur.” Gerald’s comment that the “second Merlin” came from Scotland suggests some awareness of the parallel (or perhaps precursor) traditions of another wild man, the Scottish Lailoken.

Like Merlin himself, the *PM* is very much a composite, inspired by Welsh prophetic tradition rather than directly descended from it. It is possible that Geoffrey knew *Armes Prydein Vawr*, the 10th-century Welsh poem in which Myrddin appears, and which predicts the expulsion of the Saxons from Britain; the poem’s reiteration of the coupled names Cynan and Cadwaladr is echoed in the *PM*. Other sources are difficult to identify, and Zumthor suggests that Geoffrey was at least as much indebted to biblical prophecy and to the legends around the Tiburtine Sibyl as he was to Welsh material. The related questions of Geoffrey’s access to Welsh materials, his knowledge of the Welsh or Cornish languages, and his own ethnic identity have been treated extensively elsewhere, most recently in the introduction to the present volume. Regardless of his ethnicity, Geoffrey was deeply implicated in what Faletra calls “the network of Norman power”; he depended upon it for professional advancement within the church, at the very least. In translating or purporting to translate British prophetic material into Latin, Geoffrey was engaged in something more complicated than the glorification of an idealized British or Celtic past; medieval Celtic language speakers did not, in any case, see each other as natural allies, as their modern descendants sometimes strive to. Geoffrey operated in a 12th-century sphere of Norman political and cultural ascendance in which there circulated a lively tradition of Welsh prophecy, but the prophecies he


30 Zumthor, *Merlin le Prophète*, pp. 26–29. See also Paul Russell’s contribution to this volume.

places in the mouth of Merlin need not be read (although they often were, in the centuries to follow) as pro-Welsh. Rather, as Victoria Flood puts it, they perform a kind of “paranoid ventriloquism” which “anticipate[s] the terms of Welsh prophetic opposition during a period of heightened border threats” in the aftermath of the death of Henry I. While Geoffrey does not appear to have drawn directly on pre-existing Welsh prophecies, perhaps because he did not have access to the language in which they circulated, he does incorporate into the figure of Merlin essential elements of the Welsh prophetical poet. As Williams notes, Geoffrey’s Merlin is “a distinctly Taliesinic figure … an all-knowing youth, prophesying obscurely”, and Taliesin even appears in the VM, as Telgesinus. The essential feature of the Welsh prophet as embodied in Taliesin is that he is also a poet: Welsh prophecy was a poetic mode, expressed in a variety of more and less strict meters. The “continuum of identity between the figures of the poet and the prophet” are perhaps what license Geoffrey’s revision of Virgil’s Aeneid, a text to which the PM is in many ways more explicitly indebted than it is to any particular Welsh work. The insertion of the PM into the DGB operates, in fact, not only to reconfigure the Breton or British hope for the return of Arthur in pro-Norman rather than pro-Welsh terms, but also to create a prophetic power for its author, Geoffrey himself, with roots in both Insular and Virgilian traditions.

Within the larger context of the DGB, the PM has a problematic narrative effect. The DGB declares itself as history in its opening line: “While my mind was often pondering many things in many ways, my thoughts turned to the history of the kings of Britain.” What follows certainly looks like one kind of history; beginning with Brutus, the exiled grandson of Aeneas, Geoffrey traces the lineage of the kings of Britain down through the ages until 682 CE. The work constructs an apparently linear chronology, reign by reign, father to son (or, in some cases, daughter), until the sudden eruption of the PM at the end of the sixth book. An exploration of the past is thus suddenly interrupted by an

35 On the variations between metrical prophetic forms, see A.L. Jones, Darogan, p. 14.
36 M. Williams, Fiery Shapes, p. 76.
37 DGB, Prologus 1.1–2: “Cum mecum multa et de multis saepius animo reueluens in hystoriam regum Britanniae inciderem.”
exploration of the future, a phenomenon that threatens to upset the temporality of the text thus far, transforming its focus from the (quasi-) historical past to the mystically glimpsed future.

The question “What is history?” cannot be addressed comprehensively within the scope of this essay, but it is, I hope, fair to say that, in the 21st century, history is still generally understood to have some connection to actual events of the past, to “what happened”. We are often admonished to learn from the events of the past, as when the Civil Rights movement of the 1960’s is invoked as precedent for the LGBTQ rights movement of the present day. Even if, post-Foucault and Derrida, we are suspicious of empiricist histories that propose to tell us precisely what happened and why, and are more interested in history as discourse, in how history frames what happened, we still assume some connection between that discourse and actual events. *Discipline and Punish*, after all, begins with an event that actually occurred, the torture and execution of Robert-François Damiens on the Place de Grève in Paris, in 1757. For medieval historians, the foundation of history upon fact, and indeed the distinction between history and what we would call fiction, are not particularly relevant. What matters instead is the way in which both history and fiction could point toward truth. Walter Map, writing in the generation after Geoffrey, was keenly aware of the fascination with the past that characterized the time in which he wrote. In *The Courtier’s Trifles*, he argues that

we have histories continued from the beginning down to us; we read fiction [*fabulae*] too; and if we understand the mystical significance of history, we then learn what ought to please us ... Admonitory stories set before us Atreus and Thyestes, Pelops and Lycaeon, and many like them, that we may shun their ends; and the utterances of history are not without their use: one is the method and intention of the story in either case.\(^{38}\)

For Walter, the distinction between what did and did not happen is of little importance; rather, he makes the point that moral truth can be expressed in different genres; *fabulae* may be as exemplary as *historiae*. Each reveals something profound and monitory about the workings of the universe: “In narratives

[scripturis] adversity succeedeth in turn to prosperity and vice versa."\(^{39}\) As Monika Otter puts it, "a neat categorical distinction between fiction and other modes of discourse is not to be expected in twelfth century thought."\(^{40}\)

Even by 12th-century standards, however, a history that not only appears to have little, if any, relationship to what happened in the past, but also suddenly reverses its own temporality in order to announce what will happen in the future would be an oddity. Emerging in the middle of a document that claims to look into the deepest past, the PM not only predicts the future from the perspective of those within the text, it carries on to predict a future that occurs after the ending of that narrative with the fall of Britain to the Anglo-Saxons, and then further still to a future that extends through and beyond the lifetime of the author. The immediate context of the PM within the larger narrative helps explain why Geoffrey included it. After the murders of Constantinus and his son Constans, Vortigern usurps the throne. Almost immediately, the Saxon brothers Hengist and Horsa land in Kent with an imposing army. Vortigern, under threat from the Picts, offers the Saxons land in exchange for protection and marries Hengist’s daughter, Ronwein. After a series of bloody struggles between Vortigern and his Saxon allies and the native British, Hengist initiates a full-scale invasion of the island, and Vortigern is driven into Wales, where his magicians advise him to build a great tower as refuge against the barbarians. Each day, however, the foundations that are laid are swallowed up by the earth. The magicians instruct Vortigern to find a boy without a father and sacrifice him so that his blood pours over the newly laid stones, promising that this will allow the building of the tower. A boy named Merlin, son of a noble mother and an incubus, is brought before Vortigern, but he challenges the king’s magicians:

Without knowing what is hindering the foundation of the tower that is being built, you have advised that the cement be sprinkled with my blood, whereupon it would almost instantly stand firm. But tell me what is hidden beneath the foundations. There is something beneath which prevents the tower standing firm.\(^{41}\)

---


The magicians are confounded, and Merlin orders the king to dig down beneath the foundation, revealing a pool of water. Again he challenges the magicians to explain what lies beneath the pool, and again they fail to answer. Merlin predicts that beneath the pool two dragons will be found asleep; the king, impressed by Merlin’s previous prediction, does so, and “all the bystanders too were filled with wonder at his wisdom, thinking that he was inspired.”

At this point, before the truth of Merlin’s second prediction can be substantiated, but at the very moment when all the witnesses are convinced of his prophetic power, Geoffrey ends the chapter and begins the PM, thus leaving his readers hanging just like the king and his counselors, while he pronounces his second dedication, to Alexander of Lincoln:

Alexander bishop of Lincoln, my love for your noble person compelled me to translate from British into Latin the prophecies of Merlin ... because I was sure that the discernment of your subtle mind would grant me pardon, I have put my rustic pipe to my lips and, to its humble tune, have translated the tongue which is unknown to you. I am surprised that you deigned to entrust this task to my poor pen when your staff of office can command so many men of greater learning to soothe the ears of your intellect with the sweetness of a more sublime song. And to say nothing of all the scholars in the whole of Britain, I readily admit that you alone could sing it best of all with your bold lyre, if your lofty office did not call you to other business. Since it is your wish, therefore, that the reed of Geoffrey of Monmouth pipes this prophecy, please favour his playing and with the rod of your muses restore to harmony anything irregular or faulty.
Here, as in the dedication to the *DGB*, a magisterial example of the humility topos, Geoffrey’s style is at its most florid. By evoking the pipe of Pan and the Muses, it places both Alexander and Geoffrey within a classical context, as though to balance the very non-classical effect of the prophecies to follow. The claim that Alexander, with his bold lyre, could perform the task better, and the invitation to the bishop to correct anything “irregular or faulty”, are disingenuous to say the least, since Geoffrey has already established that the language of the prophecies is unknown to Alexander. The dedication thus invokes the potentially protective authority of Alexander and the church for a literary endeavor which is entirely Geoffrey’s own.

The dedication completed, Geoffrey returns briefly to narration: two dragons, one red and one white, emerge from the pool and begin to fight; the white one appears to be winning, but the red one soon gains the upper claw. Vortigern demands to know the meaning of the omen; Merlin’s response begins,

Alas for the red dragon, its end is near. Its caves will be taken by the white dragon, which symbolises the Saxons whom you have summoned. The red represents the people of Britain, whom the white will oppress. Its mountains will be levelled with the valleys, and the rivers in the valleys will flow with blood. Religious observance will be destroyed and churches stand in ruins. At last the oppressed will rise up and resist the foreigners’ fury. The boar of Cornwall will lend his aid and trample the foreigners’ necks beneath his feet.44

The prophecies carry on in this vein for pages, finally coming to a close with a sort of astrological apocalypse, a “baroque fantasy of cosmic collapse”, in Mark Williams’ words:45

Lightning bolts will flash from Scorpio’s tail and Cancer will quarrel with the sun. Virgo will mount on Sagittarius’ back and defile her virginal flowers. The moon’s chariot will disrupt the zodiac and the Pleiades burst into tears. Janus will not perform his duties, but will close his door and hide in the precinct of Ariadne. In the flash of its beam, the seas will rise and

---


the dust of the long-dead will be reborn. The winds will contend with a terrible blast and the stars will hear them howl.46

Geoffrey’s vision of the future, inserted into a vision of the past, thus ends with a vision of the end of times.

At this point, he returns to narrative mode, noting that these prophecies (and, he teasingly adds, haec et alia, “and more”, which he evidently did not see fit to transcribe)47 provoke admiration at the ambiguity of Merlin’s expressions: “his riddling words reduced the bystanders to amazement.”48 Vortigern asks Merlin to interpret the prophecy with regard to his own fate, and Merlin responds that he should flee the sons of Constantinus (Aurelius Ambrosius and Uther Pendragon) who are already on their way to retake Britain; each will reign in succession, but each will die by poison, only to be avenged by the aper Cornubiae, “the boar of Cornwall”.49 The next day, Ambrosius and Uther do indeed arrive, and not long after, Vortigern is burned to death in his tower. In this way, Geoffrey models for his readers the interpretation of Merlin’s prophecies: Ambrosius and Uther are avenged by Arthur, whom any reader must therefore identify as the boar of Cornwall, born as he was at Tintagel.

The prophecies fall into three parts. The first is the “Omen of the Dragons”, interpreted for Vortigern by Merlin himself.50 The version in the Historia Brittonum is brief and clear without being explicit when Ambrosius explains it: “the red serpent is your dragon, but the white dragon belongs to those people who invaded many nations and regions of Britain, and held them almost from sea to sea: but eventually, our people will rise up and forcefully cast out the Saxon race from beyond the sea.”51 For the Welsh author, writing in the 9th century, this event was still in the future; his prediction is the origin of the so-called Breton or British hope, the hope that the kingdom of Britain might

47 DGB, viii.118.1.
48 DGB, viii.118.1–2: “ambiguitate verborum suorum astantes in ammirationem commovit.”
49 DGB, viii.118.20–21.
50 DGB, Prophetiae 112.34–43.
be regained by the Britons themselves, the Welsh or their Breton cousins who had migrated across the channel. Geoffrey’s revised version of the prophecy places it in the past, in the days of Arthur, the Boar of Cornwall: “The islands of the ocean will fall under his sway and he will occupy the glades of France. The house of Rome will tremble before his rage, and his end shall be unknown.”

Arthur’s exploits in Europe and his attempted conquest of Rome are described in Book X, and his uncertain end in Book XI, when he is both *letaliter uulneratus*, “mortally wounded”, and taken away *ad sananda vulnera sua*, “to have his wounds healed”, in the Island of Avalon. For Geoffrey, the hope of Britain has already come and gone, and whether it will come again remains shrouded in several kinds of mystery.

The next section of the *PM* (§§112–13) maps the centuries between the death of Arthur and Geoffrey’s own time. Orderic Vitalis found it easy enough to identify the figures in these prophecies:

> Men well read in histories can easily apply his predictions, if they know the lives of Hengist and Katigern, Pascent and Arthur, Aethelbert and Edwin, Oswald and Oswy, Caedwalla and Alfred, and other rulers of the Angles and Britons ...

A reader more skeptical than Orderic will immediately perceive that it is no wonder that the first set of prophecies, covering the period from the Saxon invasion to the death of Cadwaladr, were proven true, since they correspond exactly to the narrative of the *DGB* from this point onward; Merlin, after all, speaks through Geoffrey, who was certainly a “man well read in history”, in the very same histories Orderic, too, had read. Indeed, *PM* §112.43–61 describes events that will come to pass in Books XI and XII of the *DGB*; Arthur is succeeded, as predicted, by six kings. The “wolf from the sea who will be accompanied by the forests of Africa” of *PM* §112.45 is revealed in Book XI.184.124 as the king of a tribe of Africans settled in Ireland; the man of bronze...
(PM §112.55) above the gates of London resolves into King Cadwallo, whose embalmed body, encased in bronze, is erected by his people as a “terror to the Saxons”. Cadwallo’s son, Cadwaladr, the last of the kings of Britain according to the DGB, travels to Rome upon the command of an angelic voice, as predicted by Merlin: “A blessed king will prepare a fleet and be numbered among the saints in the palace of the twelfth. There will be grievous desolation in the kingdom ...” At this point, Geoffrey’s Merlin has predicted the entirety of the history that Geoffrey was himself engaged in writing, a curious bit of narrative sleight of hand. Inevitably, these prophecies must be read as truth revealed, since they are revealed as such in the books that follow them. They also prepare the ground, and the reader’s imagination, for the prophecies of §113.

These prophecies are populated with the same kinds of wildlife and meteorological events as those that came before, but they describe the years leading up until the moment of Geoffrey’s composition of the DGB in the 1130s, thus becoming involved in the politics of the day, rather than in the history of centuries past. Merlin predicts the Norman Conquest, evoking the characteristic armor of the Normans: “The German dragon will be hard put to keep possession of its caves, since retribution will be visited on its treason. Then it will prosper for a short time, but Normandy’s tithe will injure it. A people will come clad in wood and tunics of iron to take vengeance on its wickedness.”

As Flood points out, Geoffrey here makes a significant addition to the “Omen of the Dragons” when he makes the German dragon guilty of treason; the reference is to Harold Godwinson, who was supposed (by the Normans) to have sworn fealty to Duke William after being shipwrecked on the coast of Normandy, providing one of the excuses for the Norman Conquest. This addition makes the Normans into rightful rulers rather than unjust invaders. Orderic Vitalis was quick to interpret the rest of this passage:

---

was to become popular in English propaganda during the period of the Great Hunger in Ireland in the mid-19th century.

57 DGB, xi.510: “in terrorem Saxonibus”.

58 DGB, Prophetiae 112.63–62: “Rex benefictus parabit nauigium et in aula duodecimi inter beatos annumerabitur. Erit miseranda regni desolatio ...”

59 On prophesying the past, see R. Trachsler, “Vaticinium ex eventu, ou comment prédire le passé: observations sur les prophéties de Merlin”, Francophonie 45 (2003), 91–108.


61 Flood, Prophecy, p. 38.
For clearer than daylight to the thinking man are the words about the two sons of William, which run, “There shall follow two dragons” – that is, licentious and warlike lords – “of whom one will be slain by the dart of envy” – that is, William Rufus by the arrow while hunting – “the other” – that is, Duke Robert, will die “under the shadow of prison, bearing the empty honour of his former title” – that is, of the duke. “Then shall come the Lion of Justice”, which is applied to Henry, “at whose roar the towers of Gaul shall shake and the island dragons shall tremble”, because by his wealth and power he surpasses all who have reigned before him in England.62

Merlin’s description of the reign of the Lion of Justice, Henry I, who was still alive as of Orderic’s writing, is a masterpiece of ambiguity. It has utopian elements (“in his time gold will be extracted from the lily and the nettle, and silver shall drip from the hooves of lowing cattle,”63 and “the greed of kites will be ended and the teeth of wolves blunted”64); these are balanced by more ominous predictions: *Humanitas supplicium dolebit*.65 Wright translates this last phrase as “men will suffer punishment”, which allows the interpretation that they are being justly punished by a king who stands for the rule of law; Faletra’s translation, perhaps more literal, is less positive: “humankind will mourn its dire straits.”66 The phrase “the lion’s cubs will become fishes of the sea” is taken by Orderic and later writers as referring to the drowning of Henry I’s only legitimate male heir, William Ætheling, in the White Ship disaster of 1120.67

After this point, the prophecies are, inevitably, increasingly obscure, since they are no longer predicting a future familiar to Geoffrey as his own past, and
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62 Orderic Vitalis, *Ecclesiastical History* xii.47.493–94, ed. and trans. Chibnall, vol. 6, pp. 387–89: “nam luce clarius patet callenti, quod de duobus Guillielmi filii dicitur, ‘Succedent’, inquit, ‘duo dracones’, domini scilicet libidinosi et ferores. ‘quorum alter invidiae spiculo’ id est Guillielmus Rufus in venantione sagitta ‘suffocabitur, alter’ id est Rodbertus dux ‘sub umbra’ carceris stemma pristini ‘nominis’ id est ducis gerens perebit. ‘succedit leo iustitiae’ quod refertur ad henricum ‘ad cuius rugitum Gallicanae turres et insulani dracones contremiscunt’, quia ipse diuitiis et potestate transcendit omnes qui ante illum in Anglia regnaverunt.” This passage provides *a terminus post quem*, since Orderic writes as if Henry I, the Lion of Justice, were still alive; Henry died in 1135.

63 *DGB*, Prophetae 113.79–80: “In diebus eius aurum ex lilio et urtica extorquebitur et argentum ex ungulis mugientium manabit.”

64 *DGB*, Prophetae 113.84: “Peribit miluorum rapacitas, et dentes luporum hebetabantur.”

65 *DGB*, Prophetae 113.82–83.


67 *DGB*, Prophetae 113.84–85: “catuli leones in aequoreos pisces transformabantur.”
their style grows increasingly surreal. This did not prevent 12th-century readers from interpreting them. Étienne de Rouen, writing *The Norman Dragon* (*Draco Normannicus*) in the late 1160s, found in the *PM* references to the marriage of the princess Matilda to the Emperor Henry V, the death of Stephen, the marriage of Henry and Eleanor, and the conflict between Henry and his sons. The Eagle of the Broken Covenant was often identified as the Empress Matilda, denied her rightful place as Queen of England. John of Salisbury, writing to Thomas Becket in the 1170s, refers to Henry II as the Eagle, although Crick notes that he may have been being ironic.

Vernacular writers appear to have been more suspicious of the prophecies. In the first translation of the *DGB* into Old French, composed around 1155, Wace notoriously refused to include them: “I do not wish to translate his book, for I do not know how to interpret them.” Laȝamon, translating Wace into English around 1200, follows suit. Blacker suggests that this reluctance may stem from the fact that Wace, as a vernacular writer and self-described *clerc lisant* for the royal family of Henry II, may have been so dependent on Henry’s goodwill that he dared not risk antagonizing the king with even a hint of criticism or a less than glorious future, such as that which various of Merlin’s prophecies suggested. It is also possible that Wace, engaged in a translation of the story of the British people from Troy to the conquest of Britain by the Anglo-Saxons, saw the prophecies, as modern readers are inclined to do, as a distraction from the larger narrative impulse of Geoffrey’s work. Finally, the status of prophecy itself within the larger narrative is extremely dubious, a fact which may have contributed to Wace’s unease.

Merlin’s prophecies appear as part of the Arthurian section of the *DGB*, the most read and most influential part of the narrative; Merlin is, after all,

---

70 Crick, “Geoffrey and the Prophetic Tradition”, p. 73.
73 It is clear, however, that many scribes saw the *PM* as the main event within the *DGB*; see, for example, Auxerre, Bibliothèque Municipale, 91, fols. 142–53, in which the prophecies are rubricated; see also Crick, *SC*, p. 331.
Arthur’s prophet and magician, and Arthur himself, as we have seen, is the subject of the first prophecy, the Boar of Cornwall. As Siân Echard reminds us, however, there is a great deal more to the *DGB* than the Arthurian material; it springs rather from the tale of the Trojan diaspora, and very particularly from the *Aeneid*. As in the *Aeneid*, prophecy is a concern of the text from its first pages. If the *DGB* is read not as a free-standing text but as part of a much larger literary project, a response to or continuation of the *Aeneid*, then its significance is deeply altered. The hinge of the *Aeneid* – the point at which the hero’s destiny shifts to assume its full, imperial potential – occurs when Aeneas journeys to the underworld in Book VI and receives Anchises’ prophecy about the future of Rome. The *PM*, as Tatlock pointed out long ago, forms a similar hinge in the *DGB*, also coming in the center of the narrative, right before the rise of Uther Pendragon and the birth of Arthur, who is the epitome of imperial British ambition. Reading the *PM* against Books III and VI of the *Aeneid* reveals a slippery quality to prophecy within the text, one which is not apparent in the *PM* read alone.

The *DGB* begins with a prophecy: Brutus will kill both of his parents and wander the world in exile before achieving the highest honor. This prediction is fulfilled in Book I: Brutus’s mother dies giving birth to him, and he kills his father accidentally while hunting. The second prophecy is more problematic. On a deserted island, Brutus invokes the goddess Diana, who responds to his prayer:

> Brutus, to the west, beyond the kingdoms of Gaul,  
> lies an island of the ocean, surrounded by the sea;  
> an island of the ocean, where giants once lived,  
> but now it is deserted and waiting for your people.  
> Sail to it; it will be your home for ever.  
> It will furnish your children with a new Troy.  
> From your descendants will arise kings, who  
> will be masters of the whole world.

---

75 Tatlock, *LHB*, p. 403.
76 *DGB*, i.6.57–59.
77 *DGB*, i.6.305–12: “Brute, sub occasu solis trans Gallica regna / insula in oceano est undique clause mari; / insula in oceano est habitata gigantibus olim, / nunc deserta qui- dem, gentibus apta tuis. / Hanc pete; namque tibi sedes erit illa perhennis. / Hic fiet natis
Diana’s prophecy has clear parallels with the oracle her brother Apollo gives in Book III of the Aeneid:

Sons of Dardanus, hardy souls, your fathers’ land
that gave you birth will take you back again,
restored to her fertile breast.
Search for your ancient mother. There your house,
the line of Aeneas, will rule all parts of the world ...  

Each promises the hero a homeland from which his descendants may grow to rule the world, in very similar language. The prophecy in the Aeneid, however, quickly proves misleading. Anchises interprets it as referring to Crete, but as soon as Aeneas begins to build a city there, it is stricken by plague. In a dream, the Lares and Penates clarify: the “ancient mother” is not Crete, but Italy, and the Trojans sail on. Diana’s prophecy, by contrast, does not misdirect Brutus, although it certainly misinforms him. Faletra points out the “great contradiction” of Diana’s speech: the giants are still very much alive in Britain, as Brutus will discover when he eventually gets there.  

The misleading qualities of Diana’s speech should direct our attention to the problems of predicting the future, even within a narrative whose end is known (the foundation of Britain by Brutus is as inevitable as the foundation of Rome by Aeneas). Unlike Apollo’s prophecy, Diana’s is not merely misinterpreted, it is wrong. She does not declare that the island is uninhabited, which might, in a pinch, be understood as uninhabited by humankind; rather, she states explicitly that the island is now (nunc) deserted, although it was once (olim) occupied by giants. This flat untruth is followed by two predictions capable of bearing multiple interpretations. The first is the promise that Britain will be the eternal (perennis) seat of Brutus and his descendants; the second is that Brutus’s heirs “will be masters of the whole world”. Many readers have taken this to refer to the conquest of Rome by Brennius, or to the conquests of Arthur, but the geography of the narrative itself makes this doubtful, since
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altera Troia tuis. / Hic de prole tua reges nascentur, et ipsis / tocius terrae subditus orbis erit.”


DGB, i.16.311–12: “ipsis / tocius terrae subditus orbis erit.”
“the whole earth” should encompass those lands east of Rome through which Brutus himself has recently traveled. The only descendant of Brutus whom this part of the prophecy can be said accurately to describe is Constantinus, British through his mother Helen. That Britain will be the everlasting possession of the Trojans is even more problematic, given that the entire thrust of Geoffrey’s narrative is directed toward proving that the British no longer rule nor deserve to rule in the island, but have been supplanted by the Anglo-Saxons, and eventually the Normans. In apparent contradiction of the angelic voice that speaks to Cadwaladr at the end of the *DGB*, promising that “through his blessing the British people would one day recover the island, when the prescribed time came”, Geoffrey insists flatly at the end of the book that “the Welsh, unworthy successors to the noble Britons, never again recovered mastery over the whole island.” If the future promised by Diana’s prophecy and reasserted by the angelic voice is to come to pass, in other words, it does not appear to have done so in the narrative circumscribed by Geoffrey’s *DGB* – not, at any rate, for Brutus’s British descendants. If, however, Diana’s prophecy is read as promising Britain perennially to the descendants of Troy, rather than specifically to the British descendants of Troy, the difficulty disappears: the Normans had been Trojan ever since the 11th century, when Dudo of St Quentin provided them with a genealogy extending back to Antenor. Prophecy’s slippery nature, its openness to interpretation, is precisely what made the *PM* so variously useful to different audiences throughout the ages. This hermeneutic instability, present already in Diana’s prophecy, is simply carried to new heights in the *PM*, and here again the Virgilian intertext is instructive. Indeed, it may well be from Virgil that Geoffrey learned the trick of predicting the past.


The *PM* and the vision of Roman futurity in *Aeneid* Book VI are linked not only by their positions in the two texts, but also thematically and, although this may not be immediately evident, formally. Structurally, each is the major extended prophecy at the center of a book studded with lesser, or at any rate briefer, prophecies. In the *DGB*, as we have seen, Diana’s oracle at the beginning and the angelic voice at the end predict the future of the descendants of Brutus. The situation in the *Aeneid* is more complicated. As Sarah Mack notes, “there are two futures in the poem and two sorts of prophecy to express them. First, and most commonly predicted, is the immediate future, which is revealed in short and fairly limited prophecies ... The other future in the poem is the distant future centering on Rome from its foundation to Augustan times.”84 Into the first category fall the prophecies of Hector and Creusa in *Aeneid* Book II, those of Apollo (corrected by the Lares and Penates and expanded by Celaeno) and Helenus in Book III, of Tiber in Book VIII, and so forth. Mack identifies these as “directional prophecies” which move Aeneas from one point to the next on his journey toward Italy and the foundation of Rome, and notes that while they do come true, they are in most cases misleading and excessively optimistic.85 The “Roman” prophecies, on the other hand (Jupiter’s in Book I, Anchises’ central revelation in Book VI, and the ekphrastic prophecy of Aeneas’s shield in Book VIII) “exist outside of the narrative of the poem”.86 They narrate the future not of the individual hero but of Rome, the nation Aeneas will found. They are also, importantly, narrations about the remote future from the point of view of the protagonist, Aeneas; he cannot, indeed, be expected to understand much of what Anchises reveals to him in the underworld. Simultaneously, of course, from the perspective of the author, the prophecies narrate the past, and even the very recent past: the civil wars from which Rome had emerged during Virgil’s lifetime.

Anchises’ prophecy takes the form of a genealogy, not of a person but of Rome itself; the succession of figures he displays are sometimes father and son, but more often linked by their assumption of *imperium*: all are sons of the Rome that was, fathers of the Rome that will be. The *PM* often also takes this pseudo-genealogical form: “His six successors will wield the sceptre”;87 “The sixth will overthrow the city walls of Ireland and turn its forests into a plain.”88 It is true that the two texts initially appear to have little in common stylistically.
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87 *DGB*, Prophetiae 112.43–44: “Sex posteri eius sequentur sceptrum.”
Merlin’s prophecies are in unruly prose and teem with unidentifiable figures and strange beasts like the hedgehog of §116.175–76, who hides apples and constructs pathways beneath the city of London, while Aeneid vi proceeds in dignified hexameters, summoning up an orderly parade of Roman dignitaries. Or so it would seem, but it is important to recognize that the classical past is in many ways much closer to its 21st-century readers than it was to Geoffrey in the 12th. The following passage might have been as opaque to medievals as Geoffrey’s prophecies are to moderns:

But you see that pair of spirits? Gleaming in equal armor, equals now at peace, while darkness pins them down, but if they should reach the light of life, what war they’ll rouse between them! Battles, massacres ... ... the bride’s father, marching down from his Alpine ramparts, Fortress Monaco ... her husband set to oppose him with the armies of the East!89

Any modern commentary will identify these two figures as Caesar and Pompey (Pompey was married to Caesar’s daughter, and their alliance disintegrated after her death). But would the allusion have been evident to a 12th-century reader? Servius identifies Caesar and Pompey. Fulgentius, whose allegorizing interpretation may have been especially popular in the British Isles, does not. Without commentary, or with a commentary not based upon Servius, this passage is not so different in substance from a passage like the following:

The island will be soaked in nightly tears, and so all men will be provoked to all things. Their progeny will try to fly beyond the heavens, but the favour of new men will be raised up. The possessor will be harmed by the goodness of the wicked until he dresses himself as his father.90


The contrast between night on earth and heavenly glory marks both passages, as does the reference to fathers and sons. Or, to take another example, Anchises describes the construction of the walls of Rome in the following lines:

... watch,
my son, our brilliant Rome will extend her empire far
and wide as the earth, her spirit high as Olympus.
Within her single wall she will gird her seven hills ...

Geoffrey’s Merlin describes another city: “London will be filled with envy and will increase its walls threefold. The Thames will form a moat around the city ...” In both of these passages, cities fortify themselves. I do not argue here for direct influence of one passage on the other but simply that the flavor of Anchises’ prophecy is not so different from that of Merlin’s, if one accounts for the greater un-interpretable vision of Roman futurity to its medieval readers. Geoffrey, in other words, may have thought his prophetic text was more like Virgil’s than we do. His inspiration is literary as much as it is either prophetic or political, regardless of the uses to which his texts were turned. He was, after all, in some important sense, writing a sequel to the Aeneid.

The very indeterminacy of the PM proved, finally, to be its greatest strength, the source of its longevity. By creating a text so marvelously open to interpretation, Geoffrey in fact created a magisterial role for himself: the authority of his vision of the British past and future, located in lost books in other languages, finally depended entirely on its own uniqueness, on the fact that it was a vision accessible only through Geoffrey himself. The author himself thus comes to function not only as historian but also as prophet, possessed of privileged access to knowledge about both the past and the future. With regard to his own text, he plays the role of a Merlin, or indeed of a Virgil, who was respected in the Middle Ages as seer, magician, and prophet, an expanded role which recalls the identity of history and prophecy within the Welsh tradition. In the centuries after Geoffrey’s death, the PM was deployed to legitimate the accession of the Tudors, as we have seen, but also in support of Robert the Bruce in

---

his rebellion against Edward I.\textsuperscript{95} Across the Channel, the prophecies were often cited by the French to the detriment of the English during the Hundred Years' War: Eustaches Deschamps composed a ballad “De la prophecie Merlin sur la destruction d'Angleterre qui doit bref advenir”\textsuperscript{96} and Joan of Arc was identified with the mysterious girl from the “city of the holy forest”, although she herself apparently put little stock in prophecy.\textsuperscript{97} A Catalan “Profecia de Merlin” from around 1370 comments on the successors of Alfonso X.\textsuperscript{98} In “To the Majesty of King James”, Drayton recognized the first Stuart king as the prince who “as their great Merlin prophesied before / Should the old Britons regality restore”,\textsuperscript{99} while in the 17th and 18th centuries the once lofty tradition devolved into a series of “prophecies of Merlin” which consisted of horoscopes and other popular prognostications.\textsuperscript{100} Nor has the phenomenon run its course: as recently as 2010, the American tabloid \textit{Sun} published an article on Merlin's prophecies, recently unearthed by archaeologists and “just translated”, predicting everything from the Great Recession to global warming.\textsuperscript{101} The \textit{Prophetiae Merlini} continues to speak, even to the 21st century.
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